Textile Light Box

Introduction

Fabric Face LED Light Box have a printed textile graphic which is tensioned across the fascia by a silicon edge which is pushed into the aluminium profiles around the sides. This enables the light box to go up to super large format sizes with the additional benefit of an easy graphic change. They are very adaptable and can be made to fit within recesses, around columns or even used face down on ceilings as ambient lighting feature.

LGP Fabric Face LED Light Box

Features and Advantages

1). Slimline frame profile with frameless graphic for maximum impact
2). Seamless graphics up to 6m height but no limitation for length
3). High quality LED efficient with low carbon footprint
4). Even light distribution with no shadow or hotspots
5). Quick and easily changeable graphic
6). Low cost logistics for replacement graphics
7). 50,000 hours life span - with zero maintenance. These slimline display light box can be made bespoke to size requirements and adapted to fit in a wide variety of different retail environments